where, y is the vector of phenotypes coded as 0 for dead fish and 1 for surviving fish GBLUP is the most commonly used genomic model for routine genetic evaluations 1 6 8 because of its simplicity and less computationally demanding nature. The model can 1 6 9 be fitted either as genomic animal model, with SNP-based relationships, or as a 1 7 0 marker-effect model, assuming a common normal prior distribution for all markers. These two types of GBLUP models have been proven to be statistically equivalent REML to estimate the variance components and breeding values, as in pedigree- The GBLUP model used in this study (using VanRaden I) assumes that all SNP 1 8 2 effects to have a common distribution, but the relative contribution of each SNP to 1 8 3 the total genetic variance depends on its' minor allele frequency. All these models were marker effects models, with the general characteristics; where, s is the additive marker locus effect and W is the (centred) marker matrix. All 1 9 4 other parameters have been described above. All the Bayesian models used in this 1 9 5 8 study are variable selection models, assuming that many of the markers have zero 1 9 6 effect and the genetic variation is then explained by a smaller subset of markers. The 1 9 7 prior distribution of the variances of s differ among these models, as given below:
BayesB: Each SNP effect is assumed to have an independent and identically 1 9 9 distributed mixture prior of a scaled t-distribution t(0,τ 2 ,ν) with a probability π and a 2 0 0 point mass at zero with a probability 1−π, where τ 2 and ν are prior hyperparameters The default parameters were used to select the total number of iterations in MCMC 2 1 5 (21,000), number of cycles for burn-in (the initial 1000 cycles were discarded) and 2 1 6 thinning interval (10). The value of π was estimated from the data using the default 2 1 7 starting value of 0.05 (--pi 0.05). Similarly, a default starting value of 0.5 for the 2 1 8 sampling of SNP-based heritability (--hsq 0.5) was used. Like PBLUP and GBLUP, heritability (h 2 ) was calculated as the ratio of the additive The predictive ability of all the models was estimated by using 5 replicates of a 10-2 2 5 fold cross validation scheme. In a 10-fold cross validation, the phenotypes of 10% of 2 2 6 9 animals are masked, and then estimated using the phenotypes and genotypes of the 2 2 7 remaining 90% animals. The dataset was randomly divided into 10 sub-sets, 2 2 8 predicting one sub-set at a time using the phenotypes of the remaining 9 sub-sets.
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Predictive ability of the models was calculated as the Pearson's correlation between 2 3 0 (G)EBVs of all predicted phenotypes adjusted for the fixed effects in one replicate. Results were averaged over the 5 replicates. The obtained mean value of correlation 2 3 2 was converted to the expected prediction accuracy by dividing the correlation prediction accuracy was calculated [47] as;
In addition, regression coefficient of fixed effects corrected phenotypes on GEBVs 2 3 6
were used to assess the bias of the prediction. The mean value and standard error 2 3 7 of the mean regression coefficient were calculated from the five replicates. A indicates inflation of (G)EBV and >1 indicates deflation of (G)EBV. A total of 10 different sub-sets of the SNP panel were also created to assess the 2 4 2 potential for using a less dense SNP-set. Generally, SNP selection for a low density to select different sub-set of SNPs.
4 6
The set with all 50,690 SNPs was termed as "All SNPs" panel. In "only LG" sub-set, [48], were removed. Further, these SNPs on "only LG" subset were pruned based on shown in Table 1 . The first figure shows the significant differences between the batches, whereas the 2 7 4 second one represents the curve for whole population. The heritability for Streptococcus resistance in Nile tilapia was estimated to be 0.16 ± parameters [23, [59] [60] [61] [62] , as can also be seen in Table 2 . theoretically enable the model to more efficiently capture the majority of genetic but rather depends on the number of included marker loci (and for some of the 3 1 0 models, the variance of their effect). Hence, these models are likely more capable of 3 1 1 capturing loci of large effect. Further, inflation bias of GEBVs for these models can 3 1 2 be seen in Figure 2(b) , so the increase in heritability may be bias rather than real.
3 1 3
Another interesting result was to see the impact of excluding the mitochondrial SNPs and SNPs not assigned to any LGs ("All SNPs" vs "Only LG") on the heritability 3 1 5
patterns. The heritability either increased or remained constant using these two SNP 3 1 6
sub-sets, but the change was not so marked in almost all the models except 3 1 7
BayesR. In BayesR model huge decrease in the heritability estimates was observed 3 1 8
using "Only LG" subset of SNP, compared to "All SNPs". The prediction accuracy based on 5-fold random cross-validation, using different 3 2 1 models and SNP subsets is shown in Figure 2 (a) (see Supplementary Figure S1 for 3 2 2 relative increase in prediction accuracy for genomic models, compared to PBLUP).
2 3
The accuracy of genomic prediction depends on the models applied, which is 3 2 4
representative of the architecture of the trait. Thus, using an appropriate genomic 3 2 5 model and optimising it for SNP density, we found that the prediction accuracy can 3 2 6 be increased by up to ~71%, compared to a classical pedigree-based model. Optimising genomic models for higher prediction accuracy 3 3 5
The pedigree-and genomic based statistical models used in this study differed in [63]. However, compared to GBLUP, Bayesian methods can potentially account for 3 4 0 the fact that neither QTL effects nor genotyped SNPs are not necessarily evenly Advantages of using GBLUP models 3 4 6
As expected, prediction accuracies using the GBLUP model was superior (+15.4%) 3 4 7 to the PBLUP model. This increase in prediction accuracy by replacing the pedigree- well documented in various aquaculture species (e.g. [41,55,66] ). This is due to the 3 5 0 fact that GBLUP model can utilise both within-and between-family genetic variation 3 5 1 also for traits where the phenotype cannot be measured directly in the selection Advantages of using Bayesian models 3 5 5
Prediction accuracy using Bayesian models was found to be superior to both PBLUP 3 5 6 and GBLUP models. BayesC was found to give highest prediction accuracy, followed agalactiae is also found to show a similar genetic architecture (results not shown). In Bayesian models assumes that the genetic variance is explained by a smaller certain disease resistance traits [40, 41] , having a few major ). The value of constructing low-density SNP panels for routine genomic evaluation has 3 6 9 been debated. On one hand, it has been argued that in the species where the candidates with high-density SNP panels is not cost effective [71] . Hence, it is traits. Hence, multiple low-density SNP panels which are unique for each trait are 3 7 8 required, which is not an economical approach. Another approach would be to include all these SNPs in the medium-density SNP panel. But again, the cost of 3 8 0 genotyping is decreasing rapidly, and it is not surprising to see very minor 3 8 1 differences in genotyping using medium and high-density SNP panels (e.g. 20-30K 3 8 2 vs 50K SNP panels). The more realistic cost-effective approach would then be to use 3 8 3 low-density SNP panels by imputing it to higher density, but accurate phasing of the 3 8 4 genotypes to reduce the error rate require careful planning for high-density In general, the SNP data set that maximized estimated heritability for each model 3 8 7 also gave the best prediction accuracy (Supplementary Figure S1 ). Using BayesR Controlled challenge experiment demonstrates substantial additive genetic variation Aquaculture. Elsevier; 2016;458:134-9. 28. Joshi R, Skaarud A, de Vera M, Tola AA. Genetic parameters for commercial 5 2 9 traits in Nile tilapia using multivariate genomic models. Twelth Int Symp Tilapia 5 3 0
Aquac. Chennai, India; 2019. Elsevier; 1993;111:171-88. for analyzing multivariate mixed models in quantitative genetics and genomics. Proc genome regression and prediction methods applied to plant and animal breeding. 
